08 passat

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very very bad 2 day after
the engine it's not good I call them and then say one of the owners don't call me don't bother me
take me to the courts Don't believe this company. We bought a car elsewhere. It seemed strange
that after the car I was interested in, but had decided not to buy had sold, the salesman asked if
I had anymore questions about that car. The car was in bad shape. They were selling as is! They
would not glue a weather stripping that was hanging, tighten a door that was loose, and many
other things. Over priced. But they offered me another car but that was twice as much as
expensive as the car I was looking for. They did that twice to me. I would recommend them to
anyone.. Great knowledge of the car industry and great experience They run an odd business.
Not professionally run. I test drove 2 of the 3 I was interested in. I did not leave with any though.
But experience was all good. Nice people! Not pushy! Car didnt work out for me it did have
something wrong with the transmission, but they had nice cars and seem to be a decent car
dealership.. Its worth taking a look at their cars. I did not get the vehicle but this seller was very
understanding and the price was perfect. I just am unemployed right now and accidentally
tapped the button to contact the owner. The whole situation was still amazing, and if I had the
cash right now, I would totally have gotten the car from this owner. This is a bad dealer. He
texted me, I was asleep. When I woke up, I texted him that I have found something cheaper. By
far out of 12 dealerships this one wins the award for getting back to the customer and as a
bonus the dealer was the only one to offer a good faith summary showing a listing of all fees
and closing cost. The best dealer in 3 states that I email requesting information. Eleven dealers
just were interested to first have me drive to their dealership before giving out any information.
Lastly, offer 3 different options to purchase. Salesman was very nice even though I interrupted
his lunch, answered my questions and didn't attempt to rush me off. I asked them again if it was
sold in message form and never got a response. It was a very good experience and good
costumer service, nice and helpful if i need another car i will come back. I recommend the
dealer to my friends. Cars are clean and ready test drive! The check-in process to even look at
the cars is totally understaffed. I waited for 10 minutes while she waited on one customer and
there were still other people after him I ended up leaving cuz I don't have all day to even assess
a vehicle that you don't have pictures of on the website. Overall great experience. Victor and
Nicole both were very responsive, answered all my questions and very straightforward. No
hidden dealer fees or any of that nonsense. They had a great inventory of vehicles for me to
look at and choose from and even filled up the gas tank after purchase which was an awesome
bonus. After its heralded return in , the VW Passat didn't change too much for besides a new
interior for the Turbo and a more upscale design. This full-size sedan comes in 5 trims. In
addition, the '08 Passat has 4 doors and seats 5. The Turbo trim comes with a 2. As for
transmission, you'll have your pick between 6 speed manual and 6 speed automatic. All Passats
feature a leather steering and side shades. Overall, reviewers like the low price for a sedan that
resembles the Mercedes CLS. The powertrain selection looks solid, although you'd expect a full
fleet of V6's in a competitive sedan. In any case, look for the VW Passat to make waves with
sedan fans looking for a little extra flair. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Volkswagen Passat listings in your
area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Volkswagen Dealer. Image Not Available.
Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Volkswagen Passat Turbo For Sale 16 listings. I just bought
this car, with , miles on it. This one was very clean inside and out, and all options worked on it.
At , miles I changed the timing belt and changed oil with synthetic as recommended. I am
exclusively using premium gas. Overall, very happy with it. Super smooth and respectably fast
on highway. I am prepared to spend a little more for maintenance than my Japanese cars, but
feel it is worth it as the overall build quality is much nicer. Again, bought it with high mileage,
but it drives great. I bought my White, Passat 2. I had an oil consumption problem at first. I had
to add oil every to miles but the VW dealership ran three oil consumption test found that there
was a problem and fixed it. Other than some other recalls I am now at 83, miles and love the
ride. I keep up the maintenance, bought new tires, new brake and rotors, and I am good to go.
Did I say I love this car? The interior layout is among the best I've seen The drivers seat is
extremely comfortable I could drive in this car for hours. With the many possible seat

adjustments and the telescoping wheel it is possible to get the perfect seat position. Just wish it
had a seat memory so when other family members adjust the seats I could easily return to my
preference. Very pleased with the gas mileage and with an 18 gal tank you can drive for a long
time between fill-ups. Performance is very good for a 4 cylinder engine. Have had a chance to
drive it recently and was reminded of how smooth, quiet, solid and effortlessly this car drives. A
world apart from current Passats. I would buy it all over again. Engine strong, gas mileage
consistently exceeds EPA. With Good Year Assurance Comfort tires ride is quiet and smooth
though not as sharp as stock. Also fully loaded car doesn't seem to bog down due to turbo
torque even going up hills. My daughter now drives the car after my son put miles on it but
every time I get back in and drive it I smile. Wish they still sold a wagon in the US. Still is an
excellent fun driving car. Everything still works. The does not have the same quality feel as the
had. The sheet metal seems much lighter and the hinges seem lighter. Hood padding is very
light. I miss some of the bells and whistles. Radio sounds good but the controls are small and
the display hard to see. Cruise Control lever too close to Turn Signal control which causes you
to hit by mistake. Having trouble with fuel gauge,been back for repair twice and still not fixed.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Passat. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Love my Passat!!!!! Performance Interior Comfort Reliability Value. Items per page:. Write a
review See all Passats for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Passat. Sign Up. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Passat. Overview Overview Most
Popular. Turbo 4dr Sedan 2. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive
transmission hill holder yes Transmission 6-speed manual. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine
Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2. Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes 2
one-touch power windows yes remote window operation yes remote keyless power door locks
yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation compass yes external temperature
display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes. Rear leg
room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Curb weight lbs. Gross weight
lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient 0. Length Ground clearance 5. Height
EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Passat.
Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes
Front and rear stabilizer bar yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty
Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 12 yr. Roadside 4 yr. Inventory See Passat Inventory. Sign Up.
Black, leatherette Classic Gray, leatherette. See Passat Inventory. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Flaunting a stunning
dk. With an unbeatable 4-star crash test rating, this 4 dr wagon puts safety first. Want to learn
more? Call today for more information. We offer a full range of financing with our guarantee
credit approval, everyone is approved here. Buckle up for the ride of a lifetime! This Volkswagen
Passat Komfort includes a top-notch braking assist, heated seats, stability control, traction
control, and anti-lock brakes. This one scored a crash test rating of 4 out of 5 stars. Exhibiting a
stunning united grey metallic exterior and a black interior, this vehicle won't be on the market
for long. Open the sunroof and enjoy the sun and stars! Don't regret waiting on this one! Call
today to schedule your test drive. Audio Input. Turbo trim. This is true regardless of whether
you're here to test drive a new Toyota or used car, get an estimate on your car, secure auto
financing, or figure out exactly what auto part you need. We have used cars from some of
today's top manufacturers and all of our used cars go through a vigorous inspection before
hitting the lot. Come take a test drive today! Price does not include a charge for 0. Not all sales
at MSRP. Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in,
start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive
this car to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission
and Gas Turbocharged I4 2. Odometer is miles below market average! In Beaverton, OR. At
Beaverton Kia, you can be confident in knowing that you will always get the best price available
in the greater Portland, OR area. Description: Used Volkswagen Passat 2. Recent Arrival! At
Doral Lincoln we take pride in everything we do and strive to not only to be the best Florida
dealership but to be the best in the nation. Before you sell your trade let one of our Sales
consultants offer you the most for your car without the hassle. Valid only to internet customers
who provide printed offer. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer. Price is subject to
change without notice. Dan Young What Drives You? Description: Used Volkswagen Passat 3.
We are excited to offer this Volkswagen Passat Sedan. Why spend more money than you have
to? This Volkswagen Passat Sedan will help you keep the extra money you'd normally spend on
gas. One of the best things about this Volkswagen Passat Sedan is that it has low, low mileage.
It's ready for you to truly break it in. More information about the Volkswagen Passat Sedan:
Volkswagen's Passat stands out in its segment as having a much more powerful standard

four-cylinder engine than midsize rivals like the Accord and Camry, while its optional V6 rivals
the most powerful engines offered by those competitors. The wagon offers an especially roomy
interior and cargo arrangement, and has few competitors in its midsize class. Strengths of this
model include safety features, available all-wheel drive. Please call us for more information.
Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure.
And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for
details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state
or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease.
Passat trim. Please visit our website at Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type
Sedan 2, Station Wagon 8. Trim 1. Engine Type Diesel Gas 1, Cylinders 4 cylinders 1, 5 cylinders
21 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. No accidents. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. I just bought this car, with , miles on it. This one was very clean inside and
out, and all options worked on it. At , miles I changed the timing belt and changed oil with
synthetic as recommended. I am exclusively using premium gas. Overall, very happy with it.
Super smooth and respectably fast on highway. I am prepared to spend a little more for
maintenance than my Japanese cars, but feel it is worth it as the overall build quality is much
nicer. Again, bought it with high mileage, but it drives great. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
With their European road manners and beautifully furnished cabins, the Volkswagen Passat
sedan and wagon rank among our editors' favorites. However, budget-minded shoppers will
find the midsize VW tough to justify over less expensive Japanese-brand rivals. Our editors'
love affair with the Volkswagen Passat dates back a decade. Following a seminal redesign in ,
this midsize sedan and wagon duo became the ones to beat in the family car class -- if not in
annual sales, then in out-and-out desirability. It wasn't just that the Passat looked different from
mainstream Japanese- and domestic-brand competitors, or that its cabin was trimmed to
luxury-car standards. It was the way this VW drove. Its crisp steering and solid road manners
gave it a level of character rarely seen in this practicality-driven vehicle class. If the Passat had
a weakness, it was its slightly too snug interior, and Volkswagen addressed this in a makeover
during which the car grew 3 inches wider. Although today's VW Passat lacks the tidy geometric
proportions of the late '90s car, it has as much real-world passenger room as most rivals and
retains a unique personality. Fortunately, the base four-cylinder engine, a turbocharged 2.
Although Volkswagen has reformulated the trim levels for adding cute identifiers like "Komfort"
and "Lux" , the base model now called "Turbo" remains the best value and offers all the
equipment most families will need. In addition, enthusiast types should note that only the
base-trim VW Passat is eligible for a manual gearbox. As much as we like the current
Volkswagen Passat, from its meticulously crafted cabin to its engaging dynamics, this car is the
high-end option in a vehicle class patronized by consumers who worry about mortgage
payments and preschool tuition. For those running on tighter budgets, the Honda Accord
redesigned for , Nissan Altima and Toyota Camry will undoubtedly seem like better values. You
can equip all of them with powerful and relatively fuel-efficient V6 engines for about what you'd
spend on a comparably equipped four-cylinder Passat sedan. The competition isn't as heated
among wagons, but the Dodge Magnum, Subaru Outback and redesigned Volvo XC70 are all
worth checking out as lower-cost alternatives. All that said, we have no doubt that many
consumers will determine that the Volkswagen Passat, thanks to its elegant and smart design,
continues to be a very desirable choice for a family sedan or wagon. The Volkswagen Passat is
a midsize car available as a sedan or wagon. Passat VR6 sedans can be purchased in
front-wheel-drive or 4Motion all-wheel-drive configuration; 4Motion is standard on the VR6
wagon. The base Turbo model starts you out with inch alloy wheels, leatherette upholstery, a
power driver seat, a telescoping steering wheel, air-conditioning, a CD stereo with an auxiliary
audio jack, cruise control, full power accessories, heated outside mirrors, a trip computer and
rear-seat sunshades. Step up to the Passat Komfort and you'll get inch wheels, a sunroof, an
in-dash CD changer, satellite radio, upgraded interior lighting and double-blade front sun
visors. The Lux adds automatic headlights, leather upholstery, a power front-passenger seat,
driver-seat memory, heated front seats, dual-zone automatic climate control, and front and rear
parking sensors. The high-line Passat VR6 adds inch wheels, adaptive bi-xenon headlights,
sport seats and an upgraded Dynaudio sound system. Base Turbo models are very limited in
terms of options, but you can get heated front seats and iPod integration. A navigation system
and an underbody kit are available on other Passats. The Dynaudio system is optional on
Komfort and Lux versions, while adaptive cruise control is an exclusive extra on the VR6. All
Turbo, Komfort and Lux models come with a 2. Base Turbo models can be equipped with a

six-speed manual transmission or a six-speed automatic. The automatic is standard on the
Komfort and Lux. All Volkswagen Passat VR6 models are fitted with a 3. Even the 2.
Front-wheel-drive VR6 models better that time by about a second. All Passats come very well
equipped with safety features. Antilock disc brakes, traction control, stability control,
anti-whiplash front head restraints, front-seat side airbags and full-length head curtain airbags
are all standard. Optional for all trims are rear-seat side airbags. In National Highway
Transportation Safety Administration crash tests, the Volkswagen Passat earned four out of five
stars for its protection of front occupants in head-on collisions. Side-impact tests resulted in
five stars for front passengers and four for those in the rear. The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety scores the Passat as "Good" the best rating possible in its frontal-offset and
side-impact crash tests. An impressively rigid structure provides sportier handling than
previous Passat generations. Although the chassis is still tuned more for comfort than attacking
apexes, body roll is kept in check and the steering is responsive yet light, without feeling
overboosted. Factor in the powerful engines and the Passat makes for one of the most
entertaining rides in the midsize segment. The only significant negative we've found in road
tests is excessive road noise on models with the larger wheels and tires. Every Passat presents
a comfortable and upscale cabin. Fit and finish is superb and there's a feeling of precision to all
the controls. Starting the car is a bit unusual but easier than the normal
stick-the-key-in-and-twist drill. Trunk capacity stands at The wagon has Available styles include
Turbo 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Volkswagen Passat. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen Passat lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Prohibitively expensive with the V6 engine, options-laden four-cylinder models are
pricey, too, excessive road noise with or inch wheels, poor fuel economy on 4Motion models.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Rear side sunshades are now standard on all Passats, as is a power driver seat.
Formerly known as the 3. In addition, the 4Motion all-wheel-drive system is now standard on
VR6 wagons. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I just bought this car, with , miles on it.
This one was very clean inside and out, and all options worked on it. At , miles I changed the
timing belt and changed oil with synthetic as recommended. I am exclusively using premium
gas. Overall, very happy with it. Super smooth and respectably fast on highway. I am prepared
to spend a little more for maintenance than my Japanese cars, but feel it is worth it as the
overall build quality is much nicer. Again, bought it with high mileage, but it drives great. Read
less. I bought my White, Passat 2. I had an oil consumption problem at first. I had to add oil
every to miles but the VW dealership ran three oil consumption test found that there was a
problem and fixed it. Other than some other recalls I am now at 83, miles and love the ride. I
keep up the maintenance, bought new tires, new brake and rotors, and I am good to go. Did I
say I love this car? The interior layout is among the best I've seen The drivers seat is extremely
comfortable I could drive in this car for hours. With the many possible seat adjustments and the
telescoping wheel it is possible to get the perfect seat position. Just wish it had a seat memory
so when other family members adjust the seats I could easily return to my preference. Very
pleased with the gas mileage and with an 18 gal tank you can drive for a long time between
fill-ups. Perf
2010 chevy malibu brake rotors
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ormance is very good for a 4 cylinder engine. Have had a chance to drive it recently and was
reminded of how smooth, quiet, solid and effortlessly this car drives. A world apart from current
Passats. I would buy it all over again. Engine strong, gas mileage consistently exceeds EPA.
With Good Year Assurance Comfort tires ride is quiet and smooth though not as sharp as stock.
Also fully loaded car doesn't seem to bog down due to turbo torque even going up hills. My

daughter now drives the car after my son put miles on it but every time I get back in and drive it
I smile. Wish they still sold a wagon in the US. Still is an excellent fun driving car. Everything
still works. See all reviews of the Used Volkswagen Passat. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3 average Rating out of 2 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the Passat. Sign Up.

